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Steelcase Roam
®

™

mobile stands and wall mounts

Innovative Mobility
Roam moves easily on smooth-rolling
casters for on-the-go transitions throughout
any space, from a conference room to private
office to casual spaces and beyond.

19-0124065

Approachable Design
With a minimal design, Roam integrates
seamlessly into any workspace. The stand
is a familiar easel-style design, making it
stylish and approachable for collaboration
anywhere.

19-0124068

Enhanced Flexibility
The wall mount makes any space more
flexible, from smaller huddle spaces and
conference rooms to private offices. It’s
building code compliant, keeping the largescale screen of the Surface Hub 2 very close
to the wall—completely unobtrusive and
inviting for a team to work together naturally.

19-0124067

Take teamwork
anywhere.

Steelcase Roam is a system of mobile stands and
easy-to-install wall mounts co-developed with Microsoft
for the new Surface Hub 2, giving teams the freedom
to collaborate anywhere. The flow of ideas doesn’t
have to end when your scheduled meeting does—
the approachable design and total flexibility of Roam

19-0124069

empower teamwork to happen wherever ideas do:

Thoughtful Integration
Roam was created to perfectly complement
Surface Hub 2 for collaboration anywhere,
with a storage tray that can hold an
optional APC™ Charge battery and a
smart cord management system designed
for untethered use.

anytime, anywhere, any way.

19-0118041
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19-0118498

STATEMENT OF LINE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Mobile Stand
Overall height: 1661 mm
Dimension of base: 772 x 673 mm
Weight (without device): 28,12 kg
360º rotating casters. Front casters are locking and back
casters are non-locking.

•

Storage tray is included to house cords or other essential
items when being transported.

•

Tray lid is a water-resistant material designed to protect
against spills and stains.

•

Seismic locking system allows the device to be easily
placed on the mobile stand and automatically locks in place.

•

19-0118496

Wall Mount
Overall diameter: 563 mm
Weight (without device): 3,18 kg
Seismic locking system allows the device to be easily
placed and automatically locks in place.

•

Single wall mount keeps the Hub 2 close to the wall
and installs in minutes.

•

Designed for easy installation on drywall, with no
additional support brackets.

•

19-0118556
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